
Cool things you don't even know you need.
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RadioShack

E la Mail Alert
notifies you every
time your mail has
arrived
Know exactly when the mail has
arrived. Photo sensor detects opening of mailbox. When sensor is activated, receiver
beeps around 10 seconds and LED light flashes until reset button is pushed.
Weatherproof sensor transmits up to 150 -feet away. High/low sensitivity switch.
Includes AC adapter for receiver and batteries for sensor. 63-1110 29.99

Read the pin
distance directly
in the scope

Golf5cope helps you
pick the right club
instantly and easily helps you find the
pin distance, from 50 to 200 yards.
Look through the permanently focused
scope and line up the flagstick on the
green against the yardage indicators in
scope. 3" long. Case. 63-980... 19.99

Digital tire gauge
Large, easy -to -read display shows tire
pressure readings from 5 psi to 150 psi
in increments of 0.5 psi, with ±1.5%
accuracy. Allows recalibration to ensure
its accuracy. Durable rubber -grip handle.
Included Lithium battery lasts up to 10
years. 63-1113 11.99

,Cilaside mailbox
transmits to receiver
in your home

a.

Digital golf counter
keeps track of your
strokes
Count strokes for each hole and total
strokes for all 18 holes. Built-in clock
with alarm. Attaches to your belt or
keychain. Includes battery.
63-1104 9 99

Includes
carry case

NEW Deluxe digital
tire gauge
Big backlit display and sleek, rugged
design. Lighted red tip to easily find
tire nozzle. Shows readings from
5 psi to 150 psi in increments of 0.5
psi, with ±1% accuracy. Lithium
battery. Carry case. 63-1114, 19.99
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Travel sleep machine
with talking alarm clock
Lull yourself to sleep with the soothing
sounds of rain in a forest, wind, bubbling
brook, more. Set to play 30, 60, 90
minutes or continuously. Backlight. Tap a
button and clock "tells" you time. Alarm
with snooze. Travel case. Requires 4 "AA"
batteries. 63-974 29.99

NEW Radar gun
measures miles/hour
Large LCD shows speeds over 5 mph.
Use for sports, or clock cars at the race
track. Recall last 10 recorded speeds.
Select mph or <mph. Case. Requires 6
"AA" batteries. 63-1130 99.99

Ultrasonic parking alert
Makes it easy co park at a desired
distance from garage wall. Green light
flashes and buzzer sounds when car gets
near; red light comes on when car
reaches the desired distance. 5" to 10 -ft.
range. Hi/lo/off volume. AC adapter. Add
4 "AA" batts. for backup. 63-1007, 39.99

NEW Car coin sorter
Finally! A sorting bank for the car. Sort
and dispenses coins and fits into mos
cup holders. Eliminates fumbling fo
coins at the drive-thru or toll booth
Drop change into bank, push button tc
automatically sort coins. Dispense
quarters, dimes, nickels and pennies
Requires "AA" battery.
63-1131 19.99

Relaxing sleep machine
Choose from 6 sleep -inducing sounds
to lull you to sleep-forest rain, train
wheels clicking, ocean waves, blowing
wind, bubbling brook, night sounds. Set
to play 30, 60, 90 minutes or
continuously. Includes pillow speaker.
UL listed AC. 63-975 39.99

Ultrasonic "no -tape"
measurer
Just aim to get measurements from 3 to
60 feet. Stores up to 3 measurements.
Add or subtract readings, even calculate
square feet and cubic feet. Backlit.
Feet/meter selectable. Auto shutoff.
Requires 9V battery. 63-1005 .. 29.99


